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The International Journal of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science strives to meet the demand for the presentation
of interdisciplinary research in various fields related to control theory, applied mathematics, scientific computing, and
computer science. In particular, it publishes high quality original research results in the following areas:

• modern control theory and practice

• artificial intelligence methods and their applications

• applied mathematics and mathematical optimisation techniques

• mathematical methods in engineering, computer science, and biology.

We are primarily interested in presenting theoretical and application-oriented full-length research papers dealing with
the following topics:

• control theory, including optimal control, system identification, adaptive and robust control, multivariable control,
and non-linear systems

• dynamical systems, including spatiotemporal processes, control problems, state and parameter estimation, and sensor
networks

• fault detection and diagnosis, including model-based approaches, observers, and classifiers

• fault-tolerant control, including the control of continuous-variable and quantised systems

• robotics, including modelling and simulation, mobile robots, and optimal trajectory planning

• mathematical modelling and simulation, including numerical algorithms

• optimisation, including mathematical optimisation techniques, global optimisation, and evolutionary algorithms

• classification and pattern recognition

• artificial intelligence, including neural networks, knowledge engineering, reasoning and learning models, expert and
decision support systems, fuzzy systems, and search methods

• mathematical biology

• applications in engineering and medicine.

The editors welcome proposals for exchange between similar journals. Also, all persons interested in bringing out
special issues of AMCS are encouraged to contact the Editor-in-Chief. Such issues may be published on any important
and timely subject within the scope of the journal. All papers proposed for specials should be refereed and meet the same
criteria for scientific quality as articles presented in regular issues.
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